
Leveling UpLeveling UpLeveling UpLeveling Up: : : : Bringing Structure and Fun to Homework and Bringing Structure and Fun to Homework and Bringing Structure and Fun to Homework and Bringing Structure and Fun to Homework and Learning in After School ProgramsLearning in After School ProgramsLearning in After School ProgramsLearning in After School Programs    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Excerpt of infographic from Excerpt of infographic from Excerpt of infographic from Excerpt of infographic from www.knewton.cwww.knewton.cwww.knewton.cwww.knewton.comomomom; callouts by Connecticut After School Network; callouts by Connecticut After School Network; callouts by Connecticut After School Network; callouts by Connecticut After School Network    

Assign point Assign point Assign point Assign point 

values to tasks values to tasks values to tasks values to tasks 

(finish work, (finish work, (finish work, (finish work, 

help someone, help someone, help someone, help someone, 

remain quiet, remain quiet, remain quiet, remain quiet, 

clean up, etc.); clean up, etc.); clean up, etc.); clean up, etc.);     

Make it Make it Make it Make it 

incrementally incrementally incrementally incrementally 

harder to level harder to level harder to level harder to level 

up; iup; iup; iup; incentivize ncentivize ncentivize ncentivize 

withwithwithwith    privileges privileges privileges privileges 

at at at at higher levelshigher levelshigher levelshigher levels    

Display Display Display Display 

students’ students’ students’ students’ 

badges; create badges; create badges; create badges; create 

new badges & new badges & new badges & new badges & 

criteria to earn criteria to earn criteria to earn criteria to earn 

periodicallyperiodicallyperiodicallyperiodically    

Having timeHaving timeHaving timeHaving time----

limited, daily or limited, daily or limited, daily or limited, daily or 

weekly oneweekly oneweekly oneweekly one----

timetimetimetime----only only only only 

achievements achievements achievements achievements 

is cool!is cool!is cool!is cool!    

Make some XP Make some XP Make some XP Make some XP 

and badges and badges and badges and badges 

only earnable only earnable only earnable only earnable 

by teamsby teamsby teamsby teams    

Give XP or Give XP or Give XP or Give XP or 

badges for badges for badges for badges for 

helping others helping others helping others helping others 

level uplevel uplevel uplevel up    

Create Quests Create Quests Create Quests Create Quests 

that give bonus that give bonus that give bonus that give bonus 

XP XP XP XP ––––    have some have some have some have some 

quests expire, quests expire, quests expire, quests expire, 

add new ones add new ones add new ones add new ones 

periodicallyperiodicallyperiodicallyperiodically    

Give XP for Give XP for Give XP for Give XP for 

remarkable remarkable remarkable remarkable 

behavior; behavior; behavior; behavior; have have have have 

some badges some badges some badges some badges 

be a surprise be a surprise be a surprise be a surprise 

until earneduntil earneduntil earneduntil earned    

Do physical or Do physical or Do physical or Do physical or 

web scavenger web scavenger web scavenger web scavenger 

hunts with XP hunts with XP hunts with XP hunts with XP 

prizesprizesprizesprizes    

Give XP for Give XP for Give XP for Give XP for 

good good good good 

behavioral/ behavioral/ behavioral/ behavioral/ 

emotional emotional emotional emotional 

choices all daychoices all daychoices all daychoices all day    

Keep it fresh Keep it fresh Keep it fresh Keep it fresh 

with time with time with time with time 

limits, expiring limits, expiring limits, expiring limits, expiring 

quests & quests & quests & quests & 

badges, and badges, and badges, and badges, and 

new content new content new content new content 

every weekevery weekevery weekevery week    

Have a clear Have a clear Have a clear Have a clear 

system in place system in place system in place system in place 

for lost points for lost points for lost points for lost points 

(i.e. half of XP (i.e. half of XP (i.e. half of XP (i.e. half of XP 

so far today is so far today is so far today is so far today is 

lost if you get a lost if you get a lost if you get a lost if you get a 

time out)time out)time out)time out)    

Key Concepts:Key Concepts:Key Concepts:Key Concepts:    

XPXPXPXP    = Experience Points, earned by making good choices, completing tasks or goals, having new experiences, etc.= Experience Points, earned by making good choices, completing tasks or goals, having new experiences, etc.= Experience Points, earned by making good choices, completing tasks or goals, having new experiences, etc.= Experience Points, earned by making good choices, completing tasks or goals, having new experiences, etc.    

BadgesBadgesBadgesBadges    = Picture representations of big accomplishments; once earned, cannot be lost!= Picture representations of big accomplishments; once earned, cannot be lost!= Picture representations of big accomplishments; once earned, cannot be lost!= Picture representations of big accomplishments; once earned, cannot be lost!    

LevelsLevelsLevelsLevels    = Increasingly= Increasingly= Increasingly= Increasingly    large increments of XP earned; at higher levels, you have more privileges, unlock new large increments of XP earned; at higher levels, you have more privileges, unlock new large increments of XP earned; at higher levels, you have more privileges, unlock new large increments of XP earned; at higher levels, you have more privileges, unlock new 

quests and achievements, and are ready for more independence and responsibilityquests and achievements, and are ready for more independence and responsibilityquests and achievements, and are ready for more independence and responsibilityquests and achievements, and are ready for more independence and responsibility    

QuestsQuestsQuestsQuests    = Special, time= Special, time= Special, time= Special, time----limited, multilimited, multilimited, multilimited, multi----step, challenging tasks that, when accomplished, carry rewards of XP, step, challenging tasks that, when accomplished, carry rewards of XP, step, challenging tasks that, when accomplished, carry rewards of XP, step, challenging tasks that, when accomplished, carry rewards of XP, 

badges, items, currency, etc.; often include puzzles or dilemmasbadges, items, currency, etc.; often include puzzles or dilemmasbadges, items, currency, etc.; often include puzzles or dilemmasbadges, items, currency, etc.; often include puzzles or dilemmas    

    

Include Include Include Include 

multiple layers multiple layers multiple layers multiple layers 

of skill of skill of skill of skill (helping (helping (helping (helping 

others; good others; good others; good others; good 

behavior; behavior; behavior; behavior; 

academic skills, academic skills, academic skills, academic skills, 

etc.) in questsetc.) in questsetc.) in questsetc.) in quests    


